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Deloitte Outlines Becoming An AI-Fueled Organization
Few organizations are completely AI-fueled today, but a significant and growing percentage are displaying the behaviors that will get them there.

Learn more

Ubisoft Drinks The Crypto Kool-Aid, Announces Plans To Develop Blockchain Games
Ubisoft has formally announced its intention to develop "play-to-earn" NFT and blockchain games, the publisher revealed during last week’s Q2 earnings call.

Learn more

Amazon Plans To Launch Its First Internet Satellites In Late 2022
Amazon aims to launch its first Project Kuiper Internet satellites in the fourth quarter of 2022, the company announced Monday.

Learn more

Discovery+ And HBO Max May Combine Into One Streaming Service After Merger
It was a good summer for Discovery. According to this morning's earnings call, the company closed Q3 with 20 million paying subscribers across its services including Discovery+, up 3 million from the previous quarter.

Learn more
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